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S’mores Cookies! Cookies are not just for kids on holidays

anymore, because today it’s a summer specialty. You
probably already know the story about their existence. They
are cookies shaped as the ancient fire-following man. Back in
the days they were a great way of finding people lost at the

woods but nowadays, we are using cookies as an incentive for
people to take a break from the summer heat and long days.
The reason why they are called s’more cookies is clear. They

are basically two cookies (a sandwich cookie and a classic
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chocolate chip cookie) with marshmallow. The two cookies are
futher baked, but in the middle of them some pieces of

marshmallow are put to bake them. When they are hot, the
marshmallow melts, causing the two cookies and the

marshmallow to fuse together. The result is a delicious treat.
Not that I am sick of chocolate, but this is a perfect

opportunity to use some other kind of cookies. Chocolate chip
cookies are delicious but they do not melt in the middle. A few
years ago I saw on a website a recipe that combined several
chocolate flavors in the same recipe. This time, I decided to
try that recipe. Cookies rolled in chocolate, covered in white

chocolate and dipped in chocolate or served with mini
chocolate chips are pretty tasty. I tried the chocolate chip

kind, and I must confess that they are delicious. 1 cup
softened butter 2 cups plus 1 tablespoon powdered sugar 2
tsp cinnamon 1 egg 1 tsp vanilla 1/2 tsp salt 2 cups plus 2

tablespoons all purpose flour 1/4 cup cocoa powder 8
tablespoons mini chocolate chips White Chocolate Frosting

1/2 cup butter softened 4 cups powdered sugar 1/2 cup white
chocolate chips 6d1f23a050
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